This paper contributes to the debate on the inducement of environmental innovations by analysing the extent to which endogenous inducement mechanisms spur the generation of greener technologies in contexts characterized by weak exogenous inducement pressures. In the presence of a fragile environmental regulatory framework, inducement can indeed be endogenous and environmental innovations may be spurred by firms' reactions to their direct or related environmental performance. Cross-sector analysis focuses on a panel of Italian regions, over the time span [2003][2004][2005][2006][2007], and is conducted by implementing zero-inflated regression models for count data variables. The empirical results suggest that in a context characterized by a weak regulatory framework, such as the Italian one, environmental performance has significant and complementary within-and between-sector effects on the generation of green technologies. JEL Classification Codes: O33, Q53, Q55, Q56, R11
Introduction
The economic analysis of environmental issues has received increasing attention over the last decades. Within the wide body of literature on the subject, the dynamics of the creation of environmental innovations has recently become a key topic, due also to the identification of these new technologies as a means of restoring the competitiveness of advanced countries which has been harmed by the economic crisis. Their emergence is indeed supposed to bring about new jobs and new perspectives for economic growth.
In this respect, an investigation of the determinants of green innovations may provide useful input to policymakers when designing targeted measures aiming, on the one hand, at reducing the environmental impact of production activities and, on the other, at fostering technology-based competitiveness.
Most of the literature analysing determinants of environmental innovation has been grounded on the induced innovation approach according to which stringent environmental regulation may exert an incentive to firms to introduce innovations, for instance, allowing the polluting standards exogenously set up by policymakers to be met (Brunnermeier and Cohen, 2003; Rennings and Rammer, 2011; Rennings and Rexhäuser, 2011) .
This paper aims at contributing to this strand of literature by adopting a different and yet complementary perspective on the inducement mechanism. We investigate the extent to which, in a context with a weak environmental regulatory framework, an inducement of environmental technologies can still be at stake. In such a framework, inducement could indeed be endogenous rather than exogenous. Instead of investigating the direct relationship between an inducing factor (mainly an environmental policy) and the generation of green technologies, as previous literature has done, we posit that it is important to understand if and to which extent such endogenous mechanisms are set in motion as a response to environmental performance. In articulating this hypothesis, we provide an interpretation of how those endogenous mechanisms work by appreciating the distinction between direct inducement and that exerted by related sectors. To understand the latter, we need to stress the differences and complementarities between the adoption of greener technologies and their generation processes. For the latter, we argue that inducement mechanisms are likely to work through user-producer dynamics based on the derived demand of polluting agents for cleaner technologies rather than through their direct innovating efforts. We put particular emphasis on the importance of vertical linkages and the role of derived demand in stimulating the generation of green technologies since environmental innovations may be endogenously pulled by the derived demand of vertically related sectors featuring bad environmental performance. To test for this, we implement a synthetic measure of vertical relatedness across sectors based on input-output tables.
Cross-sectoral analysis is carried out on a panel of Italian regions observed over the time span [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] , and is based on matching of the regional National Accounting Matrix with
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Environmental Accounts (henceforth NAMEA) data, patent data and regional economic accounts. The econometric results, obtained by implementing a zero-inflated binomial model for count data variables, identify interesting and persistent patterns of inducement for different classes of emissions. Environmental performance of vertically related sectors, proxied by emission intensities in terms of value added, exerts a positive impact on the generation of green technologies. This would support the hypothesis that sectors with higher levels of green innovativeness are stimulated to generate green knowledge by the demand coming from vertically related sectors with bad environmental performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 articulates an induced innovation framework to the analysis of the determinants of the creation of green knowledge at the sectoral and regional level and constructs the working hypothesis. Section 3 outlines the empirical context of the analysis while Section 4 presents the data, methodology and variables. In section 5, we show the results of the econometric analyses and the main robustness checks we implemented. We provide conclusions and points for discussion in Section 6.
Induced technological change and derived demand for environmental innovations
The inducement hypothesis in climate change has been largely investigated in the domain of environmental economics. This hypothesis identifies environmental regulation as a driver for environmental innovations, resting upon the traditional Hicksian argument that "A change in the relative prices of factors of production is itself a spur to invention, and to invention of particular kind -directed to economizing the use of the factor which has become relatively expensive" 1 (Hicks, 1932: 124-125) .This strand of literature points to the moderating role played by regulation on the generation of green technologies. A stringent policy is treated as an additional cost that increases total production costs by changing the relative factor prices. This induces firms to engage in innovation activities aimed at reducing the increased cost, e.g. by developing emission-saving technologies 2 . The incentives are engendered outside the production system, i.e.
1
Habbakuk (1962) provided support to this hypothesis showing how, in American and British historic evidence through the nineteenth century, labour scarcity pushed firms to generate and introduce labour-saving technologies. The formal analysis provided by Kennedy (1964) and Samuelson (1965) consists in the construction of an innovation possibility frontier, with the typical shape of a production possibility frontier, along which the trade-off between labour-saving and capital-saving innovations can be traced. The relative costs of capital and labour shape the isorevenue that enables identification of an optimum direction of technological change (Binswanger andRuttan, 1978) . The approach has been criticized for the lack of microeconomic foundations by Salter (1966) , but remains one of the cornerstones of the economics of innovation. Ruttan (1997 and 2001) has shown that technological change is characterized by a strong directionality that can be represented in terms of changes in the output elasticity of production factors.
in the institutional system and will for this reason be labelled as exogenous in this paper. The correlation between environmental regulation and technological change has been empirically investigated either by using patent data to test whether regulation affected knowledge generation 3 (e.g. Lanjouw and Mody, 1996; Brunnermeier and Cohen 2003; Jaffe and Palmer, 1997; Popp, 2006) or by using survey data to test whether regulation pushes and/or pulls environmental innovations (e.g. Frondel et al, 2008; Horbach et al., 2012, Rennings and Rammer, 2011; Rennings and Rexhäuser, 2011 ; for a review see Del Rio, 2009). In both cases, evidence confirms that regulation exerts a positive effect on innovation.
The outcome of such inducement mechanisms cannot however be taken for granted. The public nature of innovation and the appropriability regime does indeed create a positive externality, which is translated into innovation efforts that are lower than the social optimum. Conversely, pollution is a case of negative externality, the social costs of which are spread over the entire society, so that firms pollute more than the social optimum level. Without policy intervention "firms pollute too much and innovate too little compared with the social optimum" and investments in green technologies are in the end too low as "the two market failures are mutually reinforcing" (Johnstone et al., 2010b: 9) . The need for environmental regulation is also supported by the Porter Hypothesis (Porter and van der Linde, 1995) in its different versions 4 , and empirical evidences underline the positive effect of regulation over firms' competitiveness, e.g. in terms of increased trade for environmental technologies (Costantini and Mazzanti, 2012) .
Moreover, the regulatory push/pull framework may have different effects across different typologies of environmental innovations (Rennings and Rammer, 2009; Rexhäuser and Rammer, 2013) and different policy frameworks 5 may generate different innovative outcomes (Popp et al., 2009) . What is more, the stringency, predictability, flexibility, incidence and depth of the policy 3
In this perspective, an increase in pollution abatement expenditures, taken as a proxy for the stringency of environmental regulation, exerts a positive effect on granted patents in environmental fields (Lanjouw and Mody, 1996) and on patent applications in environmental technologies (Brunnermeier and Cohen, 2003) . Conversely, by using the same proxy for environmental regulation, Jaffe and Palmer (1997) found a positive effect only on innovation inputs, measured by R&D expenditure, while no significant effect was found on overall patents.The literature has also focused on specific environmental patents, e.g. on the effect of climate change policies on renewable energy patents (Johnstone, 2010a), on some specific regulations, e.g. the Clean Air Regulation on NOx and Sox (Popp, 2006) and on the role of the perception of stringent environmental policies (Johnstone et al., 2012) . In all these cases, confirmation of the inducement hypothesis has been found. 4 This hypothesis suggests that stringent environmental regulations, under certain circumstances, may trigger innovations which lead to innovation offsets that are going to improve firm competitiveness. According to the assumptions on the effect of regulations, the Porter Hypothesis can be split into a "narrow" a "weak" and into a "strong" version (Jaffe and Palmer, 1997) . This hypothesis remains controversial in its empirical investigation (see, for instance, Lanoie et al., 2011) . Without going into the details of this literature, it is important for us to highlight its content and the fact that this idea challenges the one that regulation may be detrimental on firms' and countries' competitiveness, thus encouraging production to be moved to countries with lower environmental standards. This is known as pollution haven hypothesis. 5 Market-based instruments such as taxes on the emissions or tradable permits have indeed stronger impacts on innovations than direct regulation (e.g. Popp et al., 2009) hal-00860045, version 1 -9 Sep 2013 instruments impact on the effort and direction of the innovations (Johnstone et al., 2010b) although the measurement of these elements is not an easy task (Kemp and Pontoglio, 2011) . In contexts characterized by weak environmental regulatory frameworks and/or barriers to policy enforcement, the inducement may come from within the economic system (endogenous) rather than from the institutions (exogenous).
A step forward in the identification of the endogenous incentive for firms to generate green technologies is represented by the literature on corporate social responsibility (CSR) 6 . As remarked by Orlitzky et al. (2011) , although the CSR concept appears to be a multifaceted one, the assumption that environmental responsibility is a key part of it is less controversial (Hart, 1997) . Accordingly, factors such as moral appeal, sustainability and reputation are particularly relevant in shaping the choice of firms to adopt environment-friendly behaviour. The generation of green technologies may allow firms to align the target of lowering the environmental impact of the production process with the target of increasing technology-based competitiveness. The reduction of production costs becomes a potential side effect stemming from the generation of green technologies whereas the main inducing factor relates to the likelihood of improving firms' performance through market evaluation.
These positive business performance effects of firms' environmental innovation strategies have been systematically assessed by Ambec and Lanoie (2008) who explicitly analysed the channels through which environmental practices are improving firms' financial performance. On the one hand, environmental performance can increase revenues via a better access to "green" markets, via a product differentiation strategy and via entering a market for their pollution control technologies. On the other hand, it can reduce costs in the following categories: "a) risk management and relations with external stakeholders; b) cost of material, energy and services; c) cost of capital and d) cost of labour" (Ambec and Lanoie, 2008: 46) .To sum up, consistently with the broader CSR approach, environmental responsibility may affect firms' financial returns by allowing the development of new markets, the increase of the market value of publicly traded firms, the reduction of consumer boycotts and the attraction of active consumers 7 . Moreover, a proactive environmental management may also reduce the risks associated with potential regulatory and legal actions (Lee, 2008) .
6
The origins of this approach date back to the 1950s and it has been developed to accommodate the traditional firms' maximization objectives and the idea that corporations play a role in society (see Lee (2008) for an exhaustive review). In the last decades, this approach has successfully elaborated a framework that articulates the link between CSR and corporate financial performance (CFP) (Margolis and Walsh, 2003; Orlitzky et al., 2003; Porter and Kramer, 2002 and 2006 , Kotler and Lee, 2005 .The recent developments of strategic management theories draw upon the extension of the stakeholder theory, as proposed by Freeman (1984) . Unlike traditional approaches, in this one, firms' objectives should not only take into account shareholders, but also stakeholders, thus involving employees, local communities, governments and customers. Consequently, the social and economic goals of a corporation are strictly intertwined. The grafting of the CSR onto the stakeholder theory has allowed the scope of the concept of CSR to be widened to include environmental responsibility, diversity, affirmative action, transparent accounting, etc. (Jones, 1995; Clarkson, 1995; Berman et al., 1999) .
The inducement hypothesis in climate change, by stressing the impact of changes in the regulatory framework on firms' costs, can thus be read as an application of a price-inducement argument to the price of polluting production technologies (Lichtenberg, 1986; Antonelli, 1998) . The mechanisms through which the adoption of an environmental regulation is translated into an increase in environmental innovations are to our knowledge still not fully explored. Indeed, it is worth stressing that patent statistics are a reliable proxy of inventive activity, but not of adoption, since polluting firms under a stringent regulation may be willing to adopt green technologies, but they do not always have the necessary competences to generate them. In such cases, the pressure from regulation can engender a derived demand of green technologies.
The interplay between the classical inducement mechanism and the derived demand pull dynamics (Schmookler, 1957) allows the relevance of vertical linkages to be stressed (as in Cainelli and Mazzanti, 2013) and gives rise to an extended inducement hypothesis. Downstream firms confronted with stringent regulatory frameworks resort to upstream firms for the supply of new and more environment-friendly technologies in the production process. A stringent regulatory framework thus alters the relative prices of production processes, inducing firms to redefine the characteristics of the intermediate goods they buy on factors' markets 8 . The interactions between users and producers therefore matter in shaping the ultimate effects of the inducement mechanism, in a way that the generation and the adoption of new technologies become strictly complementary (von Hipple, 1988; Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1993; Antonelli, 2006; Castellacci, 2008) .
In view of the arguments articulated so far, we are now able to spell out our working hypothesis. Inducement mechanisms play a crucial role in the generation of new technological knowledge, especially in the domain of green technologies. The interplay between price-inducement and derived demand-pull mechanisms brings vertical linkages to the centre of our analysis, where the generation of new technologies is likely to be triggered by the derived demand of polluting firms for technologies that improve their environmental performance.
However, the relevance of these inducement mechanisms is context-specific. In contexts characterized by weak regulations and ineffective policy interventions, the inducement mechanism is more likely to be set in motion by endogenous mechanisms, i.e. internal to the economic system, rather than by the exogenous ones, i.e. lying in the policy realm. In particular we hereby mainly consider as endogenous mechanisms the following co-occurring mechanism: the social responsibility of firms that are responsible for the emissions of pollutants and the opportunistic behaviour of pre-emptive response to a future regulation.
The paper raises the basic question as to what extent an inducement of environment-related inventing activities may also be depicted in those contexts characterized by weak (exogenous) policy inducements. We further draw on this intuition and test on the one hand whether, in the presence of weak policy inducement, some endogenous inducement mechanisms are at stake. In particular, we analyse on the one handwhether the generation of green technologies is directly affected by regional and sectoral environmental performance. On the other hand, we test whether vertical relationships are important in that environment-related inventing activities may benefit from an endogenous inducement from downstream firms operating in vertically related sectors To the best of our knowledge, no previous attempts have been made to investigate the inducement environmental region/sector composition plays on the generation on knowledge.
In line with the local dimension of stakeholder theory, the hypothesis we are testing is that firms located in highly polluting regions and belonging to strong polluter sectors will be more prone to inducing the generation of green technologies in upstream sectors, as compared with others, either as a side-effect of their expectation of future stringent regulations or as an effect of increasing environmental responsibility. In other terms, we test whether sectoral environmental performance in the sampled regions is likely to affect sectoral generation of green technologies. More precisely, we hypothesize that environmental performance generated by closely (vertically) related sectors affects green innovative activities whereas the sectors in which the generation of green technologies occurs are also likely to be characterized by better environmental performance.
Empirical context
As outlined in the previous section, the strand of literature on the induced innovation hypothesis in climate change basically tests the existence of a link between environmental regulation and green technological change. We have argued that in an environmental policy weak context, it may not be appropriate to focus on the regulatory framework since it is more likely that only endogenous inducement mechanisms will be set in motion. Although Italy presents one of the higher levels in the amount of environmental taxes 9 , we have chosen this country as an environmental policy weak context for the reasons we are now going to discuss. Although Italy is part of a broader European environmental policy framework, country heterogeneities are still at stake and depend on the way policies are implemented. Any policy framework may vary 9 Italy is the third country, after Germany and United Kingdom, in the level (in absolute terms) of environmental taxes in ranking Eurostat data on Environmental tax revenue for European countries in the last available year (2011) and its position in terms of GDP lies in the middle of the rank. These data include all environmental taxes in the following fields: Energy, Transport, Pollution and Resources (Eurostat: Environmental tax revenue). Since high energy prices can induce green innovations (e.g. Popp, 2001) , and the presence of high energy taxes (as is the case of Italy) raises the costs of energy consumption, we will control for the role of energy consumption as a robustness check in our empirical analysis, to be sure that our assumption of weak policy is not engendering a bias in our estimation deriving from omission of the role of energy consumption. See estimation results in Table 7 .
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according to its characteristics such as its stringency, certainty, incidence, depth and flexibility (for a discussion, see Haščič et al, 2009 ) and what makes the difference in terms of inducement is not the existence of an environmental policy per se, but relative policy stringency. In this respect, Italy is one of the countries reporting lower levels in the indicator of policy stringency 10 (Haščič et al, 2009 ). Furthermore, higher levels of corruption reduce the stringency of an environmental policy (Damania et al., 2003) , and Italy is one of the European countries performing worst in terms of controls of corruption 11 . The country also presents lower levels in stability and transparency 12 of the environmental policy compared with other OECD countries (Johnstone et al., 2010b) . Lastly, it does not report many environmental instruments, with the exception of the EU ETS ("European Trading Scheme") sectors which fall under the EU ETS Directive, and the relatively high level of environmental taxes we outlined before.
When assessing the role of the policy framework in the Italian context on emission performance, a further confirmation of the weakness of the Italian regulation has emerged in the literature. The insight is that manufacturing "has also not adapted to the new climate change policy scenario, and even the environmental Italian policy as a whole has somewhat lagged behind other leading countries in terms of policy efforts". (Marin and Mazzanti, 2013: 22) .
For these reasons, it is more likely that, in such a context, pressures -if any -to improve the environmental performance emerge within corporate boundaries rather than from external policy constraints.
The Italian policy weak empirical context justifies our decision to select this country, in order to test our hypothesis on whether the environmental performance, rather than direct policy measure, induces green technological change, or, in other terms, whether environmental performance (both direct and related) is correlated with the generation of green knowledge. The focus on Italy is even more relevant if we look at its overall trends in air emissions. In terms of total Greenhouse Gases (GHG), emission is indeed still far from reaching the 2012 Kyoto target, with its overall GHG emissions reduced by only 3.5% 13 (UNFCCC). Most importantly, it is the European 10 The study by Haščič et al. (2009) uses data from the World Economic Forum's Executive Opinion Survey to assess both the level of flexibility and stringency across a set of selected countries in the period 2001-2006. For both indicators, which are highly correlated, Italy is performing averagely worse than the other European Countries, with an index of 4.95 for stringency and 3.77 for flexibility in a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 7 (with 7 being the most stringent regime). If we think of the well known case of the Ilva steel production plant in Taranto (Italy), we can find an example which corroborates our assumption of weaknesses (to be fair) in the enforcement of an Italian environmental policy. 11 In ranking data of the World Bank -Worldwide Governance Indicators-we see that Italy reports for 2011 (the last year available) a value in the indicator on the control of Corruption of -0.007, which is greater only than those reported by Romania and Greece (for European Union countries). This index ranges from -2.5 and + 2.5 and captures the "perceptions of the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests". For details on the construction of this index, refer to Kaufmann et al. (2010) . 12 In a subsequent study, Johnstone et al. (2010b) in using the same WEF data, presented a rank of countries according to an index on the policy stability and transparency and Italy performs badly also in this last respect. 13 The target for Italy was to reach by 2012 a total Gg of Co2 equivalent in GHG equal to 92% of the emissions recorded in 1990. The 3.5% reduction refers to the year 2010, with 1990 as a reference year.
hal-00860045, version 1 -9 Sep 2013 country in the G8 group that is performing worst 14 , and it has reached a reduction in GHG which is even lower than the European Union average 15 .
The choice of an appropriate country-case is however not enough since an appropriate level of analysis has to be chosen. Intuitively, the best level of analysis would be the firm level one, but the lack of data availability at this level calls for an alternative solution.
If we look at the regional composition of air emissions in Italy (Figure 1 ), we find evidence of strong and persistent regional differences which suggest the need to perform analysis at regional level.
Furthermore, the economic literature on sectoral emission patterns and "delinking" with income growth, provides support for the need for a sector-based analysis since strong sectoral patterns have emerged (Marin and Mazzanti, 2013; Marin et al., 2012; Mazzanti et al., 2008; Mazzanti and Zoboli, 2009 ).This literature highlights that the degree of technological development is "highly differentiated by sector and geographical entity" (Mazzanti et al., 2008:296) 16 .
>>> INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE <<<
Final confirmation of the appropriateness of this focus lies in the consideration that heterogeneities are also expected in the way regions and sectors respond to environmental pressures since those differences outlined in the social capital endowments (see e.g. Helliwell and Putnam, 1995) may engender different sector-regional innovative reactions.
Data, methodology and variables

Description of data
14 Indeed, France has achieved a 6% reduction, United Kingdom, 22.5% and Germany 24.8%. These GHG emission reductions refer to the year 2010 compared with the emission levels in 1990. For an overview on the changes in the emissions of other countries refer to UNFCCC, 2012 (http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2012/sbi/eng/31.pdf). GHG emissions are calculated excluding emissions/removals from land use, land-use change and forestry. When including them, the overall picture remains similar in the sense that Italy still shows reduction performances that are worse than other European countries. 15 Whose average reduction in 2010 compared with 2012 was equal to 15.4%.
16
In the Italian service sectors, the previous literature on the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) outlined the existence of an inverted N-shape relationship between environmental pressure and income per capita (Marin and Mazzanti, 2013; Mazzanti et al., 2008) . Unlike the service sectors, Italian manufacturing industry shows strong intrabranches heterogeneities with ceramics, paper, food and fuel manufacturing facing the worst environmental performance dynamics (Marin and Mazzanti, 2013) . Furthermore, an "N shaped" or "U shaped" EKC mostly depends on the emission considered in the manufacturing sectors (Mazzanti et al., 2008) .These considerations on the Italian sector and regional heterogeneities were behind our decision to ground our empirical analysis on a sectorregion level of analysis.
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A limited amount of studies has exploited air emission data at sectoral and regional level of disaggregation. Most of these studies draw upon a rich and unique dataset, which is only available at the Nuts II level -to our knowledge-for Italian Regions: the regional NAMEA 17 , developed by the Italian Statistical Office (ISTAT). Among them, Mazzanti and Montini (2010) have focused on the drivers of emission efficiency, adopting structural decomposition analysis to disentangle the determinants of changes in the emission efficiency of selected pollutants in Lazio (an Italian region). Costantini et al. (2013a) have focused on the economic drivers behind the geographical distribution of environmental performance for all the Italian regions. Sansoni et al. (2010) have provided a methodological and conceptual framework on the use of a regional NAMEA for international comparisons.
In line with this empirical literature, we employ the Italian regional NAMEA to investigate the impact of environmental performance on the generation of green technologies.
For the empirical analysis, we merged the regional NAMEA with different data sources concerning the economic and technological performance of Italian Regions. We started exploiting patent applications, drawn from the PATSTAT database, 18 to build the proxy for knowledge generation in the domain of green technologies
19
. It should be stressed that the main limitation associated with patent data in measuring technological innovation, i.e. that of measuring inventions instead of innovations, is in our case less relevant, since we are willing to understand the effect of air emission on the generation on green knowledge, irrespective of whether these inventions then enter the market or not. Such dataset covers patent applications of firms over 20 Italian Regions and all sectors (NACE Rev. 1.1, at 2-character alphabetical codes, as in Tab. A2). After extracting patent applications generated by Italian inventors, we assigned these patents to each Italian Region, on the basis of the inventor's address, and to each sector, on the basis of firms' data. In particular, the sectoral assignment required a merge with firm data, which were drawn from the Bureau van Dijk Orbis dataset, and merged with patents on the basis of the OECD HAN correspondence tables. Over the considered time-span, the matching between ORBIS and PATSTAT through the OECD-HAN dataset allowed approximately 37% of Italian patents to be assigned to sectors 20 .
17 A description of the NAMEA dataset can be found in the next section. 18 PATSTAT Version: April 2011. 19 The limits of patent statistics as indicators of technological activities are well known. The main drawbacks can be summarized in their sector-specificity, the existence of non-patentable innovations and the fact that they are not the only protecting tool. Moreover, the propensity to patent tends to vary over time according to the cost of patenting, and it is more likely to feature large firms (Pavitt, 1985; Griliches, 1990) . Nevertheless, previous studies highlighted the usefulness of patents as measures of production of new knowledge. Such studies show that patents represent very reliable proxies for knowledge and innovation, as compared with analyses drawing upon surveys directly investigating the dynamics of process and product innovation (Acs et al., 2002) . In addition to the debate on patents as an output rather than an input of innovation activities, empirical analyses showed that patents and R&D are dominated by a contemporaneous relationship, providing further support for the use of patents as a good proxy of technological activities (Hall et al., 1986) . 20 We also considered alternative ways to assign patents to industrial sectors such as the application of the correspondence table implemented by Schmoch et al. (2003) . However, the latter is undesirably exclusively focused Patents were then defined as being environmental on the basis of the World Intellectual Property Organization "WIPO IPC green inventory", an International Patent Classification that identifies patents related to the so-called "Environmentally Sound Technologies" and scatters them into their technology fields (Tab. A3), with the caveat that it is not the only possible classification of green technologies and, as with other available classifications, it presents some drawbacks (Costantini et al., 2013b) 21 .
The hybrid environmental-economic accounting matrix based on NAMEA applied to Italian NUTS II Regions has been used to assign the level of air emissions at a sectoral levelto each Region 22 .The Italian NAMEA has indeed the great advantage of allowing a coherent assignment of environmental pressure to economic branches. Ten greenhouse gases and air pollutants and three aggregated emissions by environmental impact are available in this dataset 23 .To avoid overlap between variables, we found it more appropriate to ground our analysis on aggregated emissions by environmental impacts, i.e. Greenhouse Gases (GHG), Acidifying Gases (AC) and Ozone Tropospheric precursors (OzTr) 24 and on Particulate matter (PM10) 25 . Input-Output on manufacturing sectors. Moreover, the correspondence is therein based on a statistical exercise while the use of the ORBIS dataset allows an official classification to be obtained. 21 Although interesting, it is out of the scope of the current work to systematically test for the differences that may arise from the choice of classification. We selected the WIPO IPC green inventory since it is currently a wide and well established classification of green technologies. The OECD has indeed also developed the OECD Indicator of Environmental Technologies (OECD, 2011), based on the International Patent Classification (IPC), which features seven environmental areas, i.e. (a) general environmental management, (b) energy generation from renewable and non-fossil sources, (c) combustion technologies with mitigation potential, (d) technologies specific to climate change mitigation, (e) technologies with potential or indirect contribution to emission mitigation, (f) emission abatement and fuel efficiency in transportation, and (g) energy efficiency in buildings and lighting. At the same time, the European Patent Office (EPO) is working on completing its own system of classification (ECLA) to assign each patent a green tag, depending on the environmental aim of each patent. So far, EPO allows tagging technologies for adaptation or mitigation to climate change (Y02), in terms of buildings (Y02B), energy (Y02E), transportation (Y02T) and capture, storage sequestration or disposal of GHG (Y02C). More recently, Costantini et al. (2013b) have pointed to the shortcomings of classification methods based on efforts to collect IPCs potentially related to green technologies in one place. Focusing on the biofuels sector, they show that the WIPO Green Inventory is likely to overestimate the number of patents to be assigned due to the fact that IPCs are not specifically designed to identify this narrow and very specific domain. Clinical analysis based on keyword search and validations from experts are likely to yield finer grained classifications. Nonetheless, due to the wide scope of our analysis which encompasses many kinds of green technologies, we will rely on the WIPO Green Inventory. 22 For a detailed description of the NAMEA tables, see ISTAT (2009) and Tudini and Vetrella (2012) . 23 The following pollutants are available in the dataset but have not been included in our analysis: carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulphur oxides (SOX), ammonia (NH3), nonmethane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC), carbon monoxide (CO) and lead (Pb). 24 GHG, ACID and OZ are built in the NAMEA tables according to a methodology requiring the conversion of the pollutants responsible for each phenomenon in "equivalent tons". In the case of GHG, the conversion is based on their "Global Warming Potential" (GWP), i.e. the potential of global warming associated with each emission when compared with CO 2 . To compute GHG equivalent emissions, CO 2 , CH4 and N20 (in tons) are multiplied by their coefficients, 1 (CO2) ; 310 (N20) and 21 (CH4)respectively. To aggregate emissions responsible for the acidifying process (ACID), the "Potential Acid Equivalent" (PAE) of each emission measured in tons has been computed and is based on the following coefficients: 0.22 (NOx); 0.31 (SOx) and 0.059 (NH3 Despite this limitation, the regional NAMEA has the considerable advantage of being, to our knowledge, the only NAMEA at EU level now available at the Nuts II level. NAMEA and patent data were then merged with regional sectoral economic accounts, regional environmental expenditures and regional data on exporting activities provided by ISTAT. Lastly, regional energy consumption at sectoral level were accounted for through the deployment of TERNA data 27 to test for the robustness of our estimation results. Our sample consists of 24 NACE Rev 1.1 sectors in 20 Regions, which amounts to a pool of 480 potential observations, reduced due to some missing variables to a sample of 456 for our estimations 28 .
Methodology
Drawing on the literature highlighted in Section 2, we have hypothesized that, besides the traditional exogenous inducement from policy regulation, the generation of green technologies may be the outcome of an endogenous inducement mechanism. Regional polluting agents in each sector are likely to demand technologies enabling the improvement of their environmental performance so as to attract new customers, meet the preferences of sustainable customers, improve their reputation and increase their market value. At the aggregate level, this calls for investigating the extent to which in each sector-region the generation of green technologies is triggered by the environmental performance of vertically related sectors. We also control for the impact of environmental performance within the same sector.
The literature dealing with empirical analysis of regional innovation performance is mostly based on the implementation of the so-called knowledge production (KPF) approach. The knowledge production function is one of the pillars of the applied economics of innovation (Griliches 1979, into consideration "tons of potential tropospheric ozone generation", and are computed through the following coefficients multiplied by the related emission: 0.014(CH4); 1.22 (NOx); 1 (NMVOC) and 0.11 (CO). 25 PM10 has been included although it is not an aggregation of other emissions, since on the one hand, it was not included in GHG or in ACID or OZ and, on the other, it is strictly connected to production. 26 We thank two anonymous referees for suggesting a cross-section analysis rather than a panel one which was our first choice. 27 The company TERNA S.p.A. annually publishes "Statistical Data on Electricity in Italy" in which it collects data on the principal aspects of the national electricity sector, among which we extracted data on energy consumption by Sector and Region. 28 Sector P (Activities of households) is not covered by NAMEA data and Sector B (Fishing) presents some missing data for six nuts2 Regions :ITC1; ITC2; ITC4; ITI2; ITF5 and ITH1-ITH2 (Trentino Alto Adige)..
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1990, 1992; Romer, 1990; Link and Siegel, 2007) and it has been widely applied in a variety of contexts including firms, regions, industries and countries 29 .
In order to investigate the impact of pollutant emissions on the regional generation of green technologies across different sectors, we therefore propose an extended knowledge generation function in which the number of green technologies (GT) is the dependent variable. The discrete nature and non-negative nature of the dependent variable suggests the adoption of estimation techniques for count data models.
Out of these models, the equality between conditional variance and conditional mean in the distribution of the dependent variable was violated, suggesting the need for a Negative Binomial class of models instead of a Poisson.
Analysis of the determinants of the generation of GTs in our case poses an additional problem which is due to the excess sector-region combination for which we observe no GTs. This leads to a situation in which we observe an "excess of zeros" in the dependent variable, and investigation is needed to establish whether the observed zeros are due to the overall absence of patenting activity or to a specific lack of green patents in sector-region nonetheless featuring some degree of technological activity. For this specificity, we find the zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) model is more appropriate to fit our data since it allows empirical frameworks to be modelled in which the excess of zeros in the dependent variable is generated by a different process than count values. This model simultaneously runs two equations: a binary logistical equation to model the zeros in the dependent variable and a proper count data estimation (negative binomial or Poisson) to model the count data dependent variable. In our specification, the LOGIT equation allows us to discriminate between the zeros due to Regions and sectors generating some patents, but no green patents, and those due to Regions that are not creating any kind of knowledge, green or otherwise. In other words, we based our inflation equation (LOGIT part of the model) on a variable (patid) that captures the count of the overall patents (irrespective of whether these patents were Environmental Technologies or not) in each region-sector combination. The Voung test confirmed the appropriateness of our choice, as reported in the estimation results tables.
To test our hypothesis, the following basic model is specified: In this approach, innovations, usually measured by proxies such as R&D expenses, patents and innovation counts enter the production function either directly, next to capital and labour, or indirectly, through a two-step procedure in a model that estimates its effects on the general efficiency of the same production function. In this context, the KPF is indeed what Griliches (1979) used to label "extended production function" (Krafft and Quatraro, 2011) . In order to mark the difference with this approach, we will follow Antonelli and Colombelli (2013) and use the expression "knowledge generation function" which studies the direct relations between inputs that make generation of knowledge as an output possible. The variables included in equation (1) to (2) are described in the following section.
Variables
The dependent variable, green technologies (GT), is measured by the count of patent applications in "Environmentally Sound" technology fields in the years 2005, 2006 and 2007.
The explanatory variables are all lagged to previous year to overcome endogeneity problems that may arise. The key variables to assess our hypotheses are the environmental ones which consist of a first group of direct emission efficiency (EM ij ) and of a second one of related emission efficiency (W jl *EM il≠j ). EM ij measures the emission efficiency of the Region iand Sector j in terms of the value added of iand j. It is built according to the following specification:
EMISSIONS is a vector of four emission variables (GHG, AC, PM10 and OzTr as in Table 1 ), each of them available at the regional and sectoral level for the year 2005 from the ISTAT regionalized NAMEA dataset.
It is worth stressing that previous contributes have used emission intensity measures to account for the stringency of regulation when the absence of specific data on regulation required the use of an approximation (e.g. Fredrikkson and Vollebergh, 2009; Costantini and Crespi, 2008 In this case, EMISSIONS are weighted according to the sectoral relatedness, by using a weighting matrix which gives higher values to the emissions generated by strongly related sectors. The matrix of sectoral relatedness has been built according to a methodology that draws upon the exploitation of input-output data (Essletzbichler, 2013; Fan and Lang, 2000; Feser, 2003) .We used, as anticipated, the Italian Input Output "Supply" and "Use", which contain the flows and value of commodities produced by each industry and the flows and value of commodities consumed by each industry respectively, and constructed a matrix for the input-output relatedness between industries that follows this formulation:
where F j,l and F l,j measure the flows between industry l and j, and have been built by multiplying the matrix of the share of one unit of the commodity c produced by industry l by the value of c consumed by industry j and vice versa.
To control for the role of economic and technology characteristics in the generation of GTs, we included the real value added (VA), the share of public R&D (PURD) over the total R&D and the effect of export oriented activities (EXPORT_UE) Table 1 for details). Lastly, we controlled for the density of the Region, DENSITY, measured as the ratio between the Population and the Area. 30 In a way, export also accounts for the possible role that foreign countries regulations exert on local production, in the case of foreign environmental standards over imported goods, either for consumption or intermediate goods.
As a robustness check, we also tested an alternative variable which refers to all exporting activities without restrictions on the European market. Results have proved to be robust and are available upon request. 31 We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting that we should build this variable on capital expenditure only instead of using total expenditure, which also includes current expenditure such as those for wages. As a robustness check we alternatively constructed this variable by using the total regional expenditure for environmental protection and also the total regional expenditure on environmental R&D (separately). Results remained unaltered and are available upon request.
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In equation (2) we added a dichotomous variable to our model, METRO, taking value 1 for those Regions in which a metropolitan area is present 32 since the literature on agglomeration economies suggests that this is where knowledge capabilities are highly concentrated.
33 Table 1 provides a synthesis of the definition of the variables used in the analysis.
>>> INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE <<<
The descriptive statistics of the variables are provided in Table 2 . It is worth stressing that the statistics concerning the dependent variable highlight a strongly over-dispersed distribution in which the variance is far higher than the mean, suggesting the appropriateness of a Negative Binomial class of models.
>>>INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE <<< Table 3 shows the sectoral distribution of green technologies. In Italy, over the observed period, the bulk of the GT generation is clustered in the manufacturing sector, as could be expected. In particular, about 41% of the GTs are produced in the sector dealing with the manufacturing of equipment. This suggests that much of them are embodied in intermediate capital goods. The real estate sector also deserves to be mentioned since therein it produces about 15% of the observed green patents.
>>> INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE <<<
In Table 3 we also report the sectoral distribution of air emissions related to the sectoral value added. The worst environmental impact for GHG comes from the electricity, gas and water supply sector which is also responsible for high levels of OzTr emissions. This is the reason why in the robustness checks we excluded this sector from the regression to test for the stability of our results. Fishing sector and the manufacturing of non-metallic mineral products are responsible for the highest amount of relative pollution of OzTr, while the Agriculture sector shows the worst relative performance for AC emissions and also relative bad performance in terms of PM10. Intuitively, the transport sector is also responsible for high values, and if we look at the absolute value of equivalent tons (instead of the relative ones), it is the worst performing sector in terms of OzTr and presents high values on all the other pollutants.
Lastly, in Table 4 we show the Spearman Rank correlation coefficients which account for extreme values in the considered variables. 32 In particular, we considered those developed around the 4 cities of Milan, Rome, Turin and Naplesas metropolitan areas. When applying a less restrictive definition of metropolitan area that also includes Palermo and Florence, results remained unaltered and are available upon request. 33 We also tested whether the use of more accurate measurement of knowledge capabilities than the METRO variable would have made a difference. We tested in particular for the role of Knowledge Variety, Knowledge Coherence and Knowledge Diversity (following the methodology proposed by Quatraro, 2010). Since these results did not provide better insights but just confirmed the robustness of our already existing ones, for the sake of parsimony, we have omitted these variables from the analysis.
>>> INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE <<<
As is clear from this table, emission intensity variables are highly correlated. Their joint inclusion in the regressions is therefore likely to engender biased estimations. For this reason, we will carry out separate estimations for each of the considered emissions.
In the next section, we present and discuss the results of the econometric estimations. Table 5 reports the results for the zero inflated negative binomial regressions of the equation (1), which includes total patents in the inflation part of the model. In this table we report the baseline model.
Econometric results
As far as the control variables are concerned, only value added and R&D are statistically significant and feature a positive coefficient. The key variables of this study are however those concerning sectoral environmental performance at the regional level.
>>> INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE <<<
The main hypothesis underlying our empirical investigation is that environmental performance may trigger the generation of environmental technologies, working as an endogenous inducement factor. We also stress that inducement mechanisms are likely to work through the derived demand of downstream polluting firms for green technologies produced in upstream vertically related sectors. It is worth recalling that the relatedness matrix we have used to weight the impact of emissions of sectors l≠j on sector j is based on the input-output matrix. In other words, we measure the effects on sector j of the emissions produced by technically related sectors. Technical proximity therefore allows the effects of environmental performance of related sectors to be appreciated.
The first column in Table 5 reports the results concerning greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. While the direct emissions are not significant, the emissions generated by vertically related sectors show a positive and significant coefficient. This provides initial support to the hypothesis that inducement mechanisms work thorough the transmission of incentives along the value chain. The evidence that the environmental performance of vertically related firms positively impacts the generation of green knowledge represents an aggregate result which is compatible with a microeconomic framework in which firms are increasingly aware of their environmental responsibility or at least of the economic benefits that may derive from their movements towards greener production. This holds either when those benefits come for the reason outlined in the literature on the CSR or when they are the consequence of a proactive response to future stringent regulations. Polluting firms therefore choose to commit resources to feed their demand for green technologies.
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In the second column we show the coefficients of the PM10 emissions. Here too, emissions generated in vertically related sectors exert a positive and significant impact on the generation of green technologies. Conversely, the coefficient on direct emissions is negative and significant, suggesting the existence of a negative correlation between bad environmental performance and being a producer of green technologies.
The results presented in column (3) concerning the Tropospheric Ozone precursors (OzTr) and in column (4) for acidifying gases (AC) are in line with the previous ones. The coefficient of emission intensities from related sectors is positive and significant whereas the one for direct emissions is negative and significant.
Overall,the patterns that emerge from these empirical results suggest the existence of complementarity between direct and related effects of sectoral emission intensities. The positive sign of the emission intensities of vertically related sectors supports the hypothesis of an endogeneous inducement channelled by the downstream firms' derived demand for green technologies produced in upstream sectors. The interpretation of such a pattern is compatible with a CSR framework in which firms try to improve their environmental performance by searching for green technologies in the markets for intermediate goods. On the contrary, firms producing and supplying green technologies are more likely to be characterized on average by better environmental performance so that the sign of direct emission intensities is actually negative and, in most cases, significant.
Robustness checks
Several robustness checks have been implemented to support the econometric results we presented above.
First of all, in Table 6 we include a dichotomous variable, METRO, to account for the presence of metropolitan areas in the sampled regions. In Table 7 we control for the role of energy consumption of each region-sector combination, both in terms of direct (ENERGY) and related (W*ENERGY) 34 consumption . The results are very consistent with the estimates presented in the previous section. Emissions from vertically related sectors are all featured by positive and significant coefficients, supporting the hypothesis of an inducement mechanism moderated by the derived demand of polluting downstream firms and all direct emission intensities but GHG emissions are featured by negative and significant coefficients. 34 We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this further check. 
>>> INSERT TABLES 6 AND 7 ABOUT HERE <<<
Secondly, we tested the robustness of the results on the related emissions by adopting a different specification of the fully specified weighting matrix used in Table 5 and shown in Equation 5 . We worked on the consideration that this matrix can be thought of as a proxy for technical proximity amongst sectors. Accordingly, a cutoff value can be identified that discriminates close from far sectors. The choice of this threshold is necessarily arbitrary and we grounded our choice on the distribution of the weights in the matrix. Table 8 reports the results of the estimations obtained by using the value of W lj at the 75 th percentile as cutoff.
>>> INSERT TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE <<<
Columns (1)- (4) show the results for the baseline estimations, whereas in columns (5)- (8) we control for energy consumption. As is clear from the table, results are well in line with those described so far of positive and significant coefficients for the emission intensities of vertically related and negative and significant coefficients for all the direct emission intensities, but GHG. While the inducement mechanisms are channelled by the vertical transmission through the value chain, the sectors responsible for the generation of green technologies are confirmed to be characterized by virtuous environmental performance.
We then found it appropriate to group the emission variables into two factors, resulting from principal component analysis. The first factor represents the direct emissions while the second factor refers to the emission intensities of vertically related sectors.
>>> INSERT TABLE 9 ABOUT HERE <<<
The first three columns in Table 9 report the results of the estimation yield by using the fully specified relatedness matrix whereas columns (4) and (5) show the results obtained by adopting the cutoff value W lj at the 75 th percentile. This evidence is consistent with the results of previous estimations and confirms that, even when emission intensities are grouped together in a single factor, those of vertically related sectors feature a positive and significant coefficient whereas the relationship between the production of green technologies and environmental performance is negative and significant.
Our results are confirmed when the Energy sector is excluded from the analysis and also once we controlled for the regional share of manufacturing firms, either in terms of employees or in terms of value added 35 . Lastly, we provide in Table A1 the results obtained by running standard
Poisson and Negative Binomial estimations, which are well in line with the zero-inflated models presented in Table 5 .
Conclusions
The investigation of the determinants of the introduction of environmental innovations has gained momentum in recent years due to the important role that has been attributed to green technologies as a means of coping with economic crisis and simultaneously restoring the competitiveness of countries. In this debate, attention has been largely focused on the shaping role of constraining environmental regulatory frameworks as a mechanism for inducing the generation of green technologies.
The contribution of this paper to this stream of analysis is twofold. First, we propose a complementary framework to the standard inducement argument in climate change that acknowledges that some endogenous mechanism are at stake in the presence of a weak exogenous policy framework. We focused on Italian regions because they have been described as a context characterized by a substantial lack of stringent regulation in terms of environmental policy. Moreover, the evolution of the industrial structure in Italy has been marked by a large prevalence of small and medium sized firms characterized by thick vertical linkages in which user-producer linkages have often been the source of innovation generated in upstream sectors and adopted by downstream firms (Antonelli and Barbiellini Amidei, 2011) .
We then qualify the mechanisms through which inducement mechanisms may be working, stressing that polluting firms pushed to adopt green technologies in their production processes may not possess the necessary competences to generate them. The dynamics by which an inducement on polluting firms displays its effects passes through the user-producer relationships, i.e. those established between polluting firms operating downstream and those firms generating green technologies operating upstream. These vertical linkages along the value chain are confirmed as being important in this endogenous inducement framework: increases in the derived demand engendered by the inducing factor trigger the production of green technologies by supplier firms. The underlying explanation is that regional polluting agents, when not exogenously pushed by an environmental policy, choose or are induced to commit resources to technologies enabling the improvement of environmental performance, as an effect of the two main co-occurring mechanisms of an increased social and environmental responsibility, and an opportunistic pre-emptive reaction to future regulations. This translates into an increase of the derived demand which triggers the production of GTs in vertically related sectors.
These results are obtained by applying zero-inflated negative binomial techniques and confirm an interesting pattern of relationships between environmental performance and the generation of GTs. We could indeed discriminate between direct and related effects by implementing a relatedness matrix across sectors based on input-output matrices and find evidence of complementarity between direct and related effects. The generation of GTs appears to be stimulated by vertically related sectors, providing support for the idea that user-producers hal-00860045, version 1 -9 Sep 2013
interactions are shaping the ultimate effects of the inducement mechanisms on the generation of new technologies. Direct sectoral emission intensities, on the other hand, appear to be negatively related to the generation of GTs, suggesting that the sectors producing environment-friendly technologies on average feature virtuous environmental performance.
It is fair to note that our results do not imply by any means that a regulatory framework is not important. They rather suggest that stringent regulation is not the only force behind the choice to commit resources to the production of GTs and that the other way round an inducement mechanism may also be depicted in a policy weak context. Analysis of the endogenous inducement of green technologies leads to some policy measures insights which should complement the regulatory framework set. The importance of firms' awareness of the social and environmental impact of their actions calls for the implementation of entrepreneurship policies devoted to developing an entrepreneurial culture that attributes increasing importance to the environmental performance of firms. Entrepreneurs' awareness of the economic importance of their environmental performance may lead them to commit resources to R&D spending targeted at the generation of green technologies and identify new business opportunities to be exploited by spinoffs or startups. Entrepreneurship policies could therefore benefit when traditional measures dealing with competition, the protection of property rights and the regulation of product and factor markets are complemented by adding measures to shape the entrepreneurial culture (Audretsch et al., 2007) .
Our results call for further analyses at micro-level, to investigate the extent to which firms are stimulated to adopt GTs by the prospective gains in terms of reputation, and hence increase sales, or stock market value. Another future strand of possible research is to focus on the effect of environmental performance on the adoption -instead of the generation -of green technologies, by using for instance survey data 36 . Furthermore, a possible extension could be to attribute a role not only to direct environmental performance and to inter-sectoral relatedness, as we have done, but also to regional geographical proximity since the existence of technological and environmental spillovers has been depicted in the literature (Costantini et al. 2013a) . Lastly, in future research it might be worth assessing the relationship between regulatory frameworks and environmental performance, treating environmental performance no longer as an explanatory variable, but, on the contrary, as a dependent variable. 36 We could not use survey data, such as the Italian Community Innovation Survey data, to assign the level of adopted green technologies to each Region since Italian data dissemination rules do not provide researchers with information on the Region of firm respondents. On the other hand, Italy is the only European country to have developed a NAMEA dataset at the regional level. This future line of research is not feasible as long as either other countries implement a regional NAMEA or the Italian Statistical Office releases innovation output data with regional information. Standard errors in parentheses * p< 0.10, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01 1)
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The weighting matrix for Related Emissions (W*GHG, W*AC; W*PM10; W*OzTr) has been built with a cutoff at the 75th percentile in column (IV) and (V) and without any cutoff in coulmn (I) to (III) 2)
The weighting matrix for Related Energy (W*ENERGY) has been built with a cutoff at the 75th percentile column (VI) and without any cutoff in coulmn (IV) 3)
F1_DIRECT is the linear combination of the different classes of air emissions yield by applying principal component analysis 4)
F2_ RELATED is the linear combination of the different classes of air emissions from vertically related sectors yield by applying principal component analysis hal-00860045, version 1 -9 Sep 2013 Organic fertilisers derived from waste C05F
ANNEXES
ADMINISTRATIVE, REGULATORY OR DESIGN ASPECTS
Commuting, e.g., HOV, teleworking, etc.
G06Q
G08G
Carbon/emissions trading, e.g pollution credits
G06Q
Static structure design E04H 1/00
NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION
Nuclear engineering G21
Fusion reactors G21B
Nuclear (fission) reactors G21C
Nuclear power plant G21D
Gas turbine power plants using heat source of nuclear origin
